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Brief Background
If you’re anything like me, getting a dual benefit from something is a major win! Cue bracelets 
that are fashionable + your body benefits from.

It was an a-ha moment in 2014 when walking out of a yoga studio in CHICAGO. Looking 
back, it was the inspiration that I needed to create crystal bracelets to best help the holistic 
community I was a part of. After creating my first stack of bracelets, I realized that Infinite 
Warrior was the union of natural healing + fashion.

Infinite Warrior is based out of MILWAUKEE. All pieces are made in-house locally, and 
I offer a lifetime guarantee on the string. The goal of Infinite Warrior is to promote positive 
energy in the world by combining the use of natural elements with my own inspiration + that 
of the creator.

So wait, who is INFINITE WARRIOR?

It’s me, Maria, the founder + designer behind all of the excitement.

I’m a Milwaukee native, and I lived in Chicago for 12 years after I graduated from UWM. 
My husband + I moved to Milwaukee years ago right after starting Infinite Warrior when our 
vivacious wunderkind (Bella!) had just turned three. Together as a family of three we love 
to frequent farmers markets, travel, eat our way through a city, sip lots of coffee, and most 
importantly, spend time with our family + friends. In my free time you’re most likely to find 
me at a yoga studio, shopping to fill my closet at local boutiques, or at one of Bella’s dance 
performances- all with a coffee in tow!

If you’re not already following me socially, please do! You will see that Bella is very much 
involved with Infinite Warrior. The brand prides itself on high quality, fashionable, holistic 
materials. When you work with me, you’re promised the most excellent customer service and 
a team that will support + educate you all along the way. I am confident that you will be 
constantly reminded why you chose Infinite Warrior and why Infinite Warrior chose to work 
with YOU.

I’m sure you picked up on the fact that... the brand continues to grow!

It’s exciting to share that the Infinite Warrior team has grown in the last few years + new 
designs are always being made. The latest launch has been the Infinite Warrior Birthstone 
Collection which has allowed for another way to gift for any event or occasion since everyone 
has a birthday! You can now find Infinite Warrior in retail locations across much of the United 
States, which has allowed me to help stack many more wrists.

Cheers to small business + TOGETHER WE RISE!

Maria
OWNER + DESIGNER OF INFINITE WARRIOR

Howlite | HA0MX08
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Howlite | HA2FS19
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Hematite | GB0PNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Maria Panno
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Amazonite
BA0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Agate + Citrine
AQ0FS31
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Goldstone
FA0FRG3
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Quartz + Turquoise
QN0MHT3
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Jasper
JI0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Inspired by a summer desert meant to match 
the current fashion jewelry styles. These 
beaded bracelets are perfect for all your 
summer travels and festivals. Designed to 
stack together and perfect for everyday or 
special occasion. 

Desert Summer
Unakite | UA2MNON
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Agate | AM2F099
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Tiger Eye
SA8NRG1
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Sandalwood + Amazonite
VA8MS05
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

COLLECTION

Agate | AM0P091
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

fossil agate + teal turquoise
PERFECT PAIRS

Agate | AM8P089
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Turquoise | TG0P092
W $26 | MSRP $54.99
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Birthstone

Rose Quartz
QE0PRG6
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Amethyst
CC0PNON
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Aquamarine
DB8FRG3
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Clear Quartz
QC8MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Rose Quartz
QG8FNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Amethyst
CA0MA41
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Aquamarine
DD9PNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Clear Quartz
QC0PRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Lucky us, everyone has a birthday! Celebrate 
with your customers by offering them the 
perfect gift for both self + everyone else. Each 
monthly birthstone bracelet pairs with a stone 
property card, and these are by far my top 
sellers!

Agate
AD0FRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Agate
AI0FNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

January

February

March

April

May

COLLECTION

Onyx
PA0MRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Onyx
PA8MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Moonstone
NA8RHB1
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Moonstone
NC0FRG6
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Jade
IA8FNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Lapis Lazuli
LA8PHBR
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Jasper
JJ8MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Jade
IA8FHB1
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Lapis Lazuli
 LA0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Jasper
JC0MCUR
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

June

July

August

September

October
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All of my pieces feature semi-precious gemstones + nickel free adornments, and 
each stone has its own unique energy property that holds different meanings 
to every individual. Each bracelet is tagged with the stone name, a brief list of 
properties that benefit the body, + the price. Customers can also reference the 
Healing Stone Chart I created that is on the inside of the Infinite Warrior brouchure. 

WHO’S CELEBRATING SOON? share some  excitement

Citrine
EA8FPYS
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Turquoise
TE0MNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Citrine
EB0PNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Turquoise
TA0MC0R
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

November

December

IW Birthstone Rack — free with opening order of $1700

Sodalite
RB0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Hematite + Onyx
GA0P070
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Hematite
GB0PNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Howlite
HA0MC0R
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Men’s
Infinite Warrior has a large curated selection 
of pieces that appeal to masculine taste. All 
of my pieces are available in standard men’s 
+ women’s sizes. 

Onyx + Tiger Eye
PA0M069
W $21| MSRP $44.99

Smoky Quartz + Tiger Eye
SA0P079
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Lava + Turquoise
MA0M082
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Lapis Lazuli + Lava
LA0M048
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

LIFETIME WARRANTY | If for some reason a bracelet breaks, my team will work directly with 
the customer to fix it for free — they only pay for shipping!

USE OF IMAGES | All approved retail partners are encouraged to download + use our 
images for promotion from our Retail Partners Google Drive that we share with you after 
your first order. 

COLLECTION
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Turquoise
TC8MC81
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Amethyst
CC0PS09
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Labradorite
KA2FRG3
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Agate
AD8FHBR
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Tiger Eye
SA0PS15
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Aquamarine
DD0FNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Amazonite
BA0FNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Lapis Lazuli
LA0MPYL
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Jasper
JD0FRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Hematite
GB0PRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

best
selling
unisex

Quartz
QF0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

Turquoise
TA0MRG6
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Moonstone
NC2FRG3
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Amethyst
CA0FNON
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Rose Quartz
QE0PRG6
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Best Sellers

Labradorite
KC0FNON
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

COLLECTION

Agate
AU0FRG6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Agate
AQ0FPYL
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Aquamarine
DA0FS29
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Amazonite
BA0MC0R
W $18 | MSRP $38.99

Onyx
PA8MHBR
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Turquoise
TA0MNON
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

best
selling
unisex

Amazonite
BB8FHBR
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

Lava
MA0MNON
W $14.50 | MSRP $31.99

best
selling
unisex

best
selling
unisex
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One of a Kind
Some of the pieces that stand out to retail partners + customers are the ones with amulets 
+ foreign coins. Each one may be a little diffierent from the next! They look great as a stand 
alone statement piece or paired with others for even more excitement. 

COLLECTION Baby Maker

Moonstone + Aquamarine | Together these 
stones boost fertility + the ability to conceive. 
They help maintain the hormonal balance 
while regulating the hormonal cycle. While 
helping discourage against miscarriages, they 
also aid healing from a previous miscarriage. 

Lava + Rose Quartz | Working together to 
boost internal strength + courage, these 
stones help heal the reproductive system 
and aid in increasing overall fertility. They 
balance the unpredictable moods that 
stem from changing hormone levels.

Moonstone
NA0FS30
W $26 | MSRP $54.99

Lava
MA0MS25
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

These two specialty bracelets come with individual baby maker cards + signage for 
your store to help your customers shop easier. 

COLLECTION

Crystals + Cleansing COLLECTION

SEASONAL ALLERGIES ANYONE? I recommend  blue lace agate

Agate | AW0FPYG
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Agate | AW0F100
W $23.50 | MSRP $49.99

Agate | AE0FQS6
W $21 | MSRP $44.99

*Blue Lace Agate | CRY-BA
W $6.50 | MSRP $15.99

*
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specifically for migraines 
| amethyst, lapis lazuli, 

+ clear quartz
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Abundance Mindset
Addiction | Sobriety
Anxiety | Racing Mind
Dealing with Change
Boosts Courage
Depression
EM Radiation
Energizing | Mood Lifting
Reproductive Health
Focus | Concentration

Headache | Migraine
Grief | Sadness

Immunity Boosting
Reduces Inflammation
Insomnia | Sleep Aid
Metabolism
Gut Health | Stomach
Stress Reliever

Healing Stone Chart

Maria Panno, Founder + Designer

the union of natural healing + fashion

Female Owned | Made in the USA

SEMI-PRECIOUS HEALING STONE JEWELRY
w | BeAnInfiniteWarrior.com

e | maria.panno@BeAnInfiniteWarrior.com

Healing Stone

Customer: “I’m having a hard time falling asleep.”
Sales Associate: “Amethyst, hematite, + howlite are great stones for sleep! How 
would you say your ability to focus is throughout the day?” 
Customer: “I definitely get a little side tracked during the afternoons...”
Sales Associate: “I would suggest hematite since it will help with sleep while also 
heightening your focus for the day! Don’t forget to keep it on or near you at night.”

example:
HAVE YOU SLEPT WELL LATELY? I need  sleep stones

There’s a chance that this topic is a little foreign to you + your team, so I’ve made a brochure 
for you to use that makes the brand even easier to sell. Within the brochure you will find my 
Healing Stone Chart. This will help your customers find the stone or collection of stones that 
will help them on their natural healing journey, along with information on how to recharge + 
cleanse their crystals.

Below is an example of what many of our stores encounter when helping customers + how 
easy it is to use the chart! When you follow the affliction to the right, you will find the dots for 
each stone’s row that has the correct energy properties to help.

“It’s rare that you’ll see me without a hematite bracelet 
on my wrist. I’ve always had issues with circulation, 
most notably in my right hand when I sleep. Since I 
started wearing hematite, I haven’t woken up in 
the middle of the night with a limb that was asleep. 
Hematite happens to be the stone that the human 
body reacts to the quickest, and it gifts you the feeling 
of being grounded, while also mentally being at a 
higher vibration.”

Infinite Warrior offers bracelets for all of the things that we would rather not have to deal with. 

Anxiety?             Insomnia?            Depression, inflammation, gut health, + stress?    Some 
stones check all of those boxes!  

 — Maria, OWNER + DESIGNER

CHART
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FREIGHT
Standard shipping is UPS Ground, FOB 
Brookfield, WI. Orders are processed within 
2-5 business days, and please allow a 
couple extra days for transit time. Handling + 
transaction fees are included in the shipment 
total.

SHIPMENT POLICY
Please make sure to have packages shipped 
to a secure location as Infinite Warrior is 
not responsible for lost, missing, or stolen 
packages.

TERMS
All orders will be charged at the time of 
shipment and 100% of payment is required 
before the order is shipped. Payments can 
be made via credit card or bank check. 
Please make checks payable to Infinite 
Warrior.

ONLINE SALES + EXCLUSIVITY
Infinite Warrior does not discount our 
products and asks that you do the same. If 
you sell online, you are welcome to use the 
photography in our shared drive + from our 
website. We wholeheartedly support our 
committed partners   and zip code protect to 
not dilute the market.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Infinite Warrior values the quality of our 
product and we happily offer a lifetime 
warranty. The expense of the repair does 
not fall onto you as Infinite Warrior handles 
the repair process.

BRACELET PRICING
2X + $2.99 = MSRP | The additional $2.99 
per bracelet will help offset shipping costs. 
MORE MONEY FOR YOU!!!

Minimum opening order | $500
Re-order minimum | $150
All sales final | Retailer display required 
to be listed as a retail partner

INFINITE WARRIOR packages

1Minimum
•  $500
    24-32 bracelets

1 healing stone property card

2Signature
•  $1,700 | 75-90 bracelets
•  FREE IW spinning rack
•  Stone property cards
•  Pouches
•  Healing chart brochures
•  Signage

2 IW Signature spinning rack

3
Birthstone
•  $1,700 | 84 bracelets
•  FREE Birthstone Collection rack
•  Birthstone cards
•  Pouches
•  Healing chart brochures
•  Signage 3 IW Birthstone Collection rack

BRACELETS
$14.50 W | $31.99 R 
$18.00 W | $38.99 R 
$21.00 W | $44.99 R 
$23.50 W | $49.99 R 
$26.00 W | $54.99 R
CRYSTALS + CLEANSING TOOLS
Selenite 3” 10/pk | $35 W | $99.90 R 
Palo Santo 10/pk | $25 W | $79.90 R 
Loose Crystals | $6.50 W | $15.99 R
A LA CARTE
Standard or Birthstone Stand | $115
Healing Chart Brochures | $5/25
Pouches | $6/20

BeAnInfiniteWarrior.com
630.728.3107
maria.panno@beaninfinitewarrior.com

NATURAL HEALING & FASHIONthe union of

All  handmade in the USA 
with semi-precious stones

DISPLAY | For our top tier partners, both the Birthstone Collection rack + Core Collection 
rack that best showcase the pieces are included with opening orders.

MSRP | IW products must be the MSRP that Infinite Warrior has established. This applies to 
all sales platforms as Infinite Warrior does not wish to compete with or encourage unhealthy 
competition between partners.

TERRITORY PROTECTION | Our goal is to establish retail partners to meet the demand for our 
products without oversaturating any territories. As such, we will approve or deny locations at 
our discretion.
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